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'No pressure, just food pleasure'Grime artist Big Zuu has a hidden talent - he has serious flair in
the kitchen.Accompanying his BAFTA-winning TV series on Dave, Big Zuu's debut cookbook
Big Zuu's Big Eats celebrates flavour, family and food with a West African twist. A self-taught
chef, Big Zuu is determined to prove that cooking can be a fun and affordable experience - if you
often find you can't be bothered to cook or prefer to kick back with a Big Mac, this book is a
game changer.Discover more than 100 mouth-watering recipes infused with Zuu's signature
style, including dishes from the show and brand new originals. From Doritos Fried Chicken,
Sumac Sea Bass and Big Bang Broccoli to Mumma Zuu's Jollof Rice, Vegan Doner Kebabs and
Swedish Cinnamandem Buns, Big Zuu's Big Eats will up your kitchen vibes and prove that you
don't need a Michelin star education to chef up some serious food creations.



CONTENTSIntroductionSNACKS TO SHARESTARTERSMEAT & FISHVEG & VEGANSIDES &
SAUCESDESSERTSDRINKSAcknowledgementsIndexABOUT THE AUTHORBig Zuu is a
British rapper, grime MC, songwriter, DJ and self-taught chef from West London. He presents
the hit TV show Big Zuu's Big Eats on Dave, alongside his two mates Tubsey and Hyder. Series
2, produced by Boom (part of ITV Studios) will air in 2021. You can find Big Zuu on Instagram
and on Twitter .INTRODUCTIONMy first time making a roux, Food Technology (2008). Combine
the butter and flour. I melted the butter, added the flour and couldn’t believe the golden
concentration that was created before my 13-year-old eyes. When I added milk to the roux, I
suddenly realised that my first sauce was being created. Questions like ‘Am I a chef?’, ‘Am I
better than my mum at cooking?’ and ‘Did we learn about this in science?’ all came into my
mind. Once I had finished gradually adding the milk and seasoned it with white pepper (’cause
apparently that looks nicer), my teacher handed me a block of cheese. I integrated this and
layered the sauce over boiled pasta, smothered more grated cheese over it, put it in the oven
and that was my first-ever macaroni cheese. Since then, I’ve had so much mac ’n’ cheese I’m
lactose intolerant, but I am still The Roux Lord. That was also my first experience of cooking in
an actual kitchen. Before that, I was in my little house on Fernhead Road warming up macaroni
cheese from a can, from Lidl, in a microwave.Years later, I still loved food (if you couldn’t tell by
my big appearance), but music captured my heart, so I left university after studying youth work,
to become a Grime MC. My personality was something that was connected to my music,
meaning food increasingly became part of my identity. This love was made even more apparent
when I did a cooking video online that summoned The Roux Lord, making another macaroni
cheese, leading to a production company hollering at man to create what is now Big Zuu’s Big
Eats.So thank you macaroni cheese, St Augustine’s, Lidl, DFR and Taz for filming that video.
Thank you Boom, TwoFour and UKTV for making Big Eats, thank you BBC Books for adding to
this wavy journey of expression through food – proof that anyone from anywhere can be a TV
chef and sell some books … or two. Thank you to all the fans and supporters who have always
been behind us and given us a platform to show diverse views on food, like being able to share
my West African roots or Tubsey and Hyder getting to celebrate their interpretation of Iraqi and
Kurdish cooking. Thank you.For all the people who ask me for recipes, I’m now just going to tell
you to read the book, so you have no excuse not to get cheffy with it. But, if you are a new reader
and you’ve just got this as a random present, hopefully you can use these recipes to create
some different types of food that you may have never tasted or heard of before, brought to you
by a roadman and the two bredrins he went to school with.This year has been a mad one, but
the energy that has gone into this book is so wholesome and deep-rooted into my life that I’m
hoping this can make a change within your home and open your eyes to international flavours,
with a story confirming its authenticity, plus some slang that you may not understand. Just ask
your niece or nephew if you need some assistance though and they’ll also think you’re cool for



having a Big Zuu book.MUMMA ZUUThe woman I owe it all to. You gave me life. The opportunity
to be the person I am.My mum left Sierra Leone in 1995 because of the rebel war happening in
her country and found refuge in England when she was 26 years old and four months pregnant
with her first son (me) – 25 years later I’m talking about her journey and sharing her recipes with
you in a cookbook. The world is bizarre, but it’s made the strongest person I’ve ever seen, my
mother, Miss Isatu Hamzie.She was called ‘Mummy’ by everyone, even by her late father, which
confused me because my grandad was calling my mum ‘Mummy’, haha, but it meant she was
the mother of the family. As one of the oldest of 14 siblings, she was cooking from a young age,
so her experiences are so deep that she could tell you stories for days about her journey with
food growing up in a place like Sierra Leone. It was, and still is, deep in poverty yet rich in
produce that I wish we could have access to over here. Funny how life works.My mum was
pregnant with my little brother Feroz in 2006 and by the end of her pregnancy she was incredibly
fatigued a lot of the time, which is understandable when you are carrying a life inside of you. I
wanted to help, so I started to cook dinner because I knew it would ease some of the strain off
her.A dish I remember making at the time, aged ten, was tortellini with tomato sauce, which my
mum used to boil like dried pasta, for ten minutes! It would always come out soggy, haha,
because she didn’t realise the difference in it being fresh pasta and as Africans we love making
sure stuff is cooked LOOL. I read the Sainsbury’s packet and it said ‘boil for 2–3 minutes’, so
that’s exactly what I did. When I served my mum this al dente pasta with a lil’ seasoned tomato
sauce, she couldn’t believe that her little son just schooled her on how to chef a fresh pasta dish.
She was so proud that I took initiative as a little man in our house to ease this pressure and also
made her a nice dinner in the process, which then turned into a nice breakfast, lunch and so
forth.Looking back, our journey with food has been emotional – from me wanting more
westernised dishes at home and less jollof rice, to now begging her for fufu and okra soup every
week.‘We really do balance out each other in the kitchen, whether it’s me showing her how to
make fajitas properly or her showing me how to prepare cassava leaf for a stew.’I hope you can
learn more about my mum’s culture and background through her recipes and also pick up some
dishes from her son, who’s used all that knowledge from first cooking that pasta for her, aged
ten.I love you Mum and I’m proud that we are able to share your passion for food with the world
and also prove that all those years of cooking for others and the sacrifices you’ve made for me
and my brother were all worth it.ZUU, TUBSEY & HYDERWhat do you get when you put a mixed-
race rapper, an Iraqi delivery mogul and a retired semi-pro Kurdish international footballer with
nothing but three GCSEs in Food Tech and six months on the grills in Nando’s together? A
primetime television cooking show.Zuhair, Ahmed and Hyder (aka Zuu, Tubsey and Hyder) are
lifelong friends from Harrow Road who went to secondary school together and are now
embarking on a culinary journey in a revamped food world. There is a flock of fresh, hungry food-
content creators that is moving so mad that my brudda Gordon Ramsay now has a TikTok
account.The lads have always loved cooking with each other, ever since they whipped up their
first roux in Food Tech with Miss Johnson. Thanks to her, the Big Zuu’s Big Eats food truck has



maintained its 5-star hygiene rating, especially after she enlightened them on the dangers of
staphylococcus aureus (we’ll let you look that one up on your own). From there, real life crept in
and they went down their separate paths of adulthood, but still remained brothers.Zuu somehow
became a rapper (even though Tubsey was spitting bars well before him) and, alongside his
journey to becoming a musical sensation, he ventured into the food world. Through the power of
social media, he was offered a television programme to cook with comedians. The original
intention was to have Zuu alongside other ‘food influencers’ but the producers couldn’t find the
right fit for Zuu’s cooking accomplices – step in Tubsey and Hyder and here we are two seasons
deep, with a cookbook.They went from three childhood friends to three TV chefs who aren’t the
typical culinary faces seen on screen. Instead, they are a fresh palate, a new scope and a
driving force behind a change in the food world, inspiring young people to cook and making the
older generation laugh along the way.Unlike traditional food shows, these three embrace their
mistakes and provide a representation of authenticity that helps connect people with cooking
dishes that may have seemed out of their reach. In a nutshell, if these three can do it, so can
you.Tubsey provides egg cracking and fresh herb chopping to the highest level, but also
somehow has the taste buds and vocabulary of a seasoned food critic.On the other hand, we
have Hyder, aka Fryder, a technical cooking master, whose calm, practical and methodical
musings tie all the mayhem together in a perfect symphony of flavourisms.The lads have come
together and turned their food knowledge into a ‘bad boy piece of information’. From family
recipes full of soul that have been passed down through the generations to fast-food mash-ups
that are as fun to chef as they are to eat, there’s always something delicious and joyful to
make.‘This book is for all the mandem and galdem who love food and just need the extra push to
stop using Uber Eats at 10pm, and instead start whippin’ it in the kitchen. No long.’BIG ZUU’S
KITCHEN CUPBOARDAll Purpose SeasoningIf you’re gunna question the reasoning, wait ’til
you taste this seasoning. If there’s only one spice mix in your kitchen cupboard, make sure it’s
this blend of happiness.Brown sugarEssential for caramelisation, a nice way to uplift the
sourness in tomatoes and just a really good ingredient to have in your house. Also healthier for
you in tea.Buffalo mozzarellaPut on top of any pasta, bake it for extra goodness or dash it in a
fresh salad.ChickpeasFor falafel, curry, hummus. Or just roast, season and thank me later.Fresh
herbsCoriander, mint, parsley, basil, thyme and rosemary. I never thought I would say this, but
these herbs bring life to any dish.Fufu flourEveryone has their own version of fufu and it can be
made with various types of flour, so buy to suit your taste. If you don’t know wag1, buy some
cassava flour and follow the instructions on the packet, or keep reading.LemonGreat way to
season stuff and never underestimate the power of the zest. Hang tight, Richard
Blackwood.Maggi Seasoning cubesThis is the flavour of West Africa in a cube, and every
kitchen cupboard will benefit from its presence.Packet noodlesWhip up a quick ting – simply
follow the packet instructions and enjoy, or pimp them up with some leftovers, or keep reading
and soon you’ll be deep-frying them and turning them into burger buns.Peanut butterGreat for a
sandwich, also quintessential to Sierra Leonean stews.RouxAlways be ready to roux. You need



flour, butter and milk. Use a wooden spoon; it’s not a whisk ting.Scotch bonnetsThe chilli flavour
lords – sweet, spicy and a real base for Caribbean and African cooking. Basically, if you wanna
be black, buy the pepper.Soy sauceA secret liquid seasoning, a big boss of Asian cuisine and a
nice way to glaze boring boiled broccoli.SupermaltThe drink I grew up on – a West African
staple. This, combined with jollof rice, is a match made in heaven. Always serve stone cold.For
all you vegans out there, look out for the ‘V-Gang’ stampSNACKS TO SHAREWe ain’t talking
little bowls of crisps and sweetsJollof Rice Balls with Scotch Bonnet SauceZFC (Zuu Fried
Chicken)Crispy Zuudle BallsBitterballenCheese ’n’ Pickle PoppersSalt ’n’ Pepper
SquidJamaican Beef PattiesBörek AlgérienneLebanese Sausage Rolls
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Listen yeah, there isn't a better cookbook out there!A year ago i couldn't even cook pasta
right, then my favorite rapper gets a cooking show, and absolutely smashed it.Whether youve
never cooked before in your life, or you're a veteran Chef. This book and Zuus show is
ANOTHER LEVEL.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Different style of cookbook.. Big Zuu’s Big Eats is jammed packed with
colourful every day easy to cook recipes. I love the way the book been narrated, you can feel the
excitement, fun and pleasure that went into putting this book together.I would highly recommend
it.”

My Opinion, “Absolutely brilliant!!. My 13 year old son & I have been waiting for this book since
first season!Big Zuu is an amazing cook that comes up with great ideas!! My son has already
made a dish from it & was delicious!!”

Francesca, “Brilliant book and good price. Bought this for hubby and he loves it! Came next day
which is today and already tried to of the recipes and were amazing. Even before hand looking at
the pictures it made our mouths water! Definitely a worth while buy as some recipes we’ve never
heard of before. Hope he makes more as will definitely purchases!”

Ms A Blow, “Great book.. Arrived yesterday. Lots of dishes I’ve never seen before and a hide
selection to choose from. Recipes look fabulous, looking forwards to trying some out at the
weekend.”

The book by Big Zuu has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 161 people have provided feedback.
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